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A “DEPRESSED CAKE SHOP”
CAKE SHOP

50 Shades of Cake
Art Opening & Bake Sale:

Saturday June 14, 2014 • 7 to 10 pm
(It’s NELAart Second Saturday Gallery Night)

PHOTOGRAPHS & SCREENPRINTS OF GREY CAKES BY NANCY
ART & CRAFTS BY NE WELLNESS POSITIVE

BUCHANAN

VISIONS ARTISTS

DELICIOUS BAKED GOODS BY A BUNCH OF GREAT BAKERS:
CUPCAKES, COOKIES, WHOLE CAKES, SLICES OF CAKE, GALETTES & MORE!
NO-HOST COFFEE SERVICE •EAT IN OR TAKE AWAY
100% OF BAKE SALE PROCEEDS GO TO NORTHEAST WELLNESS CENTER
Nancy Buchanan’s recent series continues her
investigation of excesses in an age of income disparity, and
the juxtaposition of desire vs. repulsion. Nancy will show
photographic prints and screenprints of grey cakes and
cupcakes. 
nancybuchanan.net

The Depressed Cake Shop is a pop-up concept
that sells grey-colored cakes and other baked goods with
the purpose of raising awareness about mental health issues.
Proceeds from the cake shops are donated to a charity of the
pop-up’s choice (in our case, the Northeast Wellness Center).
The idea was conceived by Emma Cakehead in the UK and to
date more than 30 Depressed Cake Shops have popped up all
over the world — from Scotland to San Francisco since Aug.
2013.
Everyone is talking about The Depressed Cake Shop. It
made Oprah’s Gratitude List in the December, 2013 issue of O
Magazine, and has been featured in such outlets as Time, the
Huffington Post, CNN, Los Angeles Times, LA Weekly, Daily
Mail, Daily Candy, Hollywood Reporter, BBC, and The Guardian.
One in four people will suffer from mental illness at some

point in their lives. Mental illness is a disease that just isn’t
discussed. If someone has heart disease or diabetes you
would never say “just snap out of it.” The Depressed Cake
Shops provide an experience that encourages discussion
about mental health issues, including — but not limited to
— depression.
Why grey cakes? Because the color represents what
depression does: It coats a beautiful life in grey. Many
of the Depressed Cake Shop bakers use baking as a way
to battle their depression. They decorate the cupcakes,
cookies, and other delicious items with designs that
represent their depression and encourage discussion.
Often, underneath those dark designs, is a bright pop of
color inside. Because underneath that grey cloud, hope
remains.
“It’s about challenging stigmas and labels,” says Emma
Cakehead. When someone says cupcake, you think pink
icing and sprinkles. When someone says ‘mental health,’ an
equally unimaginative stereotype will pop into most minds.
By having grey cakes, we’re challenging the expected, and
getting people to challenge the labels they put on those
who suffer with a mental illness.” depressedcakeshop.com

